OnTraq
PRACTICE READINESS APPLICATION

Reduce the risks, headaches and costs of managing emergency preparedness, infection control, medical waste and regulatory compliance.
Automate your practice readiness program
Managing readiness and compliance for busy dental practices no longer needs to be a time-intensive, manual process. OnTraq is an online application that uses smart automation to link directly to HealthFirst’s products and services, helping you save time and increase efficiency.

Readiness status at a glance
The OnTraq dashboard provides a bird’s eye view of the readiness status of a practice. A single color-coded view displays the latest updates with respect to emergency medications, devices, spore test results and dental waste recovery.

Automatic updates, minimal manual inputs
OnTraq’s smart automation records and updates product statuses, test results, tasks and reports. Let OnTraq help reduce your manual updates and workload.

Easy task management and reporting
Practice managers can use OnTraq to set up tasks for team members and receive email or text alerts when those tasks are left undone. Quickly generate reports to track performance and improvement.

OnTraq seamlessly links to HealthFirst products and services
- Rely on automatic tracking of medication and device expiration dates for on-time replenishment
- Check the status and use of your dental waste products
- View an automatic log of spore test results and water test results
- Access medication safety data sheets (SDSs) and dental waste certificates of destruction
- Manage your HealthFirst account and payments online
- Encrypted with the latest SSL standards to guarantee data privacy and account security

HealthFirst.com | 800.331.1984
Enterprise version for groups and DSOs

See numerous practices at a glance

The OnTraq dashboard provides a bird’s eye view of the readiness status across all practices within an organization. A single color-coded view displays the status with respect to emergency medications, devices, spore test results and dental waste recovery.

Practice-level details

Drill down by service or compliance area

Deeper insights and details are just a click away. Select a service or compliance area (such as biological monitoring) to see more details for a particular practice.
Your partner for practice readiness